Introduction
Now a day, commercial data is increasing rapidly. Due to technological innovation, the size/price of storage devices improves briskly. For business and scientific purposes, sometimes, data size touches the thousandterabyte limit. To process and to keep such a big databases, the demand of supercomputing has risen over twelve years. But the price of the parallel system is very high and the price of Personal Computer (PC) has fallen and its performance has been increased tremendously. So, recently, developing a Distributed system has become popular. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly discussed about distributed database management system, in section 3 proposed strategy has been analyzed, section 4 discusses its analytical result and finally section 5 conclude the paper which concentrates future work also.
Distributed Database Management System (DDBMS)
In a DDBMS, data are scattered in several nodes for security, faster processing or any other business purposes. For retrieving information it needs querying of data. Most applications require searching operation than inserting or updating a data to a database. To design a Distributed Database system for such applications, this research proposes to consider optimal number of nodes for ensuring the search faster. The main disadvantages of a DDBMS are network overhead, process startup time and database connectivity time [1] . To simplify our following discussion we express these disadvantages as Distributed System Overhead (DSO) [2] . For small amount of data, a distributed database (DDB), which consists of hundreds of node, suffers huge network congestion. As a result, the performance will degrade. On the other hand for large amount of data (terabytes), the performance of a distributed database system, which or system that consists of few nodes, may also degrade due to heavy load in each node [4] [5] [6] . The above discussion promote that, number of nodes is a prime concern to design a DDBMS. This research identifies an optimistic number of nodes of such a system. There are two approaches to store tuples in the DDBMS [7] .
Replication
Identical replicas of the whole database are stored in each node. This storage system increases the robustness of database [5] . But the main disadvantage of this storage system is that is takes a huge amount of disk space to store the data. Also, as the system needs to ensure that all replicas of a relation r must be consistent so whenever r is updated, the update must be implemented to all nodes of the system. Thus update increases overhead in replication storage system. But it enhances the read-only operations [8] .
Fragmentation
Data can be fragmented vertically and horizontally. Horizontal fragmentation splits the relation by assigning each tuple of r to one or more fragments. Whereas vertical fragmentation splits the relation vertically, i.e. one more relation will be created from a relation [9, 10] .
Theory and Analysis
In worst case, the complexity of linear search algorithm, f(n)=N, N is number of data in an array, where's the particular element is being searched. If the comparison time of the element is t c , then the total comparison time required for worst case in linear search is N × t c . If N is very big and the data is kept in several nodes of a network, the comparison time for each node will be, T d = (N / P) × t c , P is the number of nodes. One demerit of the distributed system is that we can't omit DSO. Suppose, the time taken to initialize the network for each node is t n , the time for linear search in a distributed database is
If P=1 i.e. the search is sequential then according to Equation (1), the comparison time will be n c
There're two part of Equation (1), (N / P) × t c , this part represents the time taken for a comparison in each node. It will be decreased if we introduce more nodes without increasing the amount of data. On the other side, Pt n is DSO, suffered by the application. It will be increased if we introduce more nodes without increasing the amount of data. Now, we take a look in Equation (1), if we introduce more nodes in the system, more DSO will be introduced. But it will decrease comparison time i.e. the searching will be optimal in the DDB only when Here, P is the number of nodes, N is the amount of data, t c is single compare time, t n is network overhead. So, if we know N, t c , t n we can easily find out P, the number of node in the distributed system for optimum linear searching.
System Architecture
For practical purpose, we establish a distributed system using 16 nodes and one workstation, which act as application server. 
Proposed Strategy
Here, at first, we have taken results using 1,2,4,8,10,12,16 nodes according and, it considers 100,000,000 rows in a table where the data has been searched. The data is kept in the nodes by round robin fashion [11] . We measured the comparison time of each node is 0.81*10 -3 ms/compare. The startup costs (Initialize Database + Network overhead) = 982 ms. So, from (5) theoretically, P = 9.09
Result Analysis
Analytical result shown in Table 1 . From table 1, it is decided that the value of the P lies between 8 and 10. So, we have also taken data for 9 nodes. Table 2 shows the result. From the above results, we see that the number of nodes should be 9 for the best performance and this is equal to our theoretical result. The following two concepts are useful in comparing sequential and distributed process [2] .
The speedup, Sp = T s / T d Which is the ratio of the time taken for the optimal sequential algorithm and the time taken required by the proposed distributed algorithm to solve the same problem. Numbe r of P r oc e ssor s Fig. 1 Number of Processors Vs Time Taken (Second) Figure 1 depicts that time decreases due to large number of nodes used, but the result is not always proportional to number of nodes. It is clearly shown on the graph that in the case of 9 nodes, time is minimum, which supports our experimental and also theoretical analysis. Here also clearly shown that efficiency is inversely proportional to number of nodes.
Efficiency, E p = S p / N

Conclusion
Distributed Database is a growing technology. A huge research work has been done on it and is continuing. In this paper, theoretically and experimentally, we have shown a way to find out the optimal number of nodes for linear search in a distributed database. A related work has been done [3] , which does not show the particular number of nodes for optimal searching. In this paper it is clearly identified a number of optimistic nodes for a particular searching.
